Osteoporosis, a disease in humans, reduces bone mineral density. The microarchitecture of the bone gets deteriorated with change in variety of proteins in the bone. Therefore, a quantitative assessment of the strength of human bone, considering its structural properties and degradation due to aging, disease, and therapeutic treatment, becomes an integral part of the bioengineering studies. This paper presents a model of fiber optic biosensors (FOBs) which utilizes microbending technique to measure the strength of the bone. In parallel, an artificial neural network (ANN) based test bench has been developed for the optimization of FOBs strain measurement in orthoapplications using MATLAB. The performance accuracy of the given model appears to be considerable in ensuring the detection of the onset of osteoporosis.
Introduction
The importance of bone quality has long been recognized by orthopedic clinicians and radiographers to account for damage accumulation and predict susceptibility to fractures. There are numerous studies that have investigated the effects of age, drug treatments, and disease on the structure and properties of bone [1, 2] . Many of these studies employ biomechanical approach for testing stiffness, strength, and toughness of bone. Echo-tracking (ET) system [3, 4] has been mentioned in which strain of the bone is measured significantly under a certain load to evaluate the bone strength. But the given system needs further improvements, especially, to evaluate the measurement of displacement.
With the recent development of biosensors, it is now possible to monitor the strain on the bones. In this regard, various types of biosensors have been reported [5, 6] . Majority of them are based on piezoresistive strain gauge or other solid state sensing technologies. But their output is restricted to a small sensing area. Under the circumstances, it becomes necessary for the workers to use more sensors to sense larger regions. This is possible only at the expense of increased dimensions and loss of flexibility [7] .
The limitations of conventional biosensors combined with poor compatibility of metallic components with human body, their larger sensitivity to EM interference, and also the fact that the majority of sensors guide electricity through metallic wires have restricted their application in clinical practice.
It is in this context that the FOS (fiber optic sensor) technology presents substantial advantages over conventional electric sensing systems. FOS is a device in which a low loss optical fiber is used in one or the other way. It can be used as a sensing element, also called intrinsic sensor. It can also be used as a means of relaying signals from remote sensor to the electronics that process the signals, well known as extrinsic sensor. FOS broadens the clinical application of sensors and also results in highly tested, mature, and precise measurements and biocompatibility.
FOS sensors guide the light and have many advantages. These are inertness, biocompatibility, low coefficient of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity, no electrical conductivity, immunity to EM interference, remote operation and sensing, small dimensions, being lightweight, adhesion to biological tissues, and geometrical versatility [7] . It makes FOS the tool of choice in the increasing number of sensing environments. monitoring of structures. In this area, there has always been a requirement for developing a sensor that can be used as a time monitoring device in cyclic loading conditions for detecting the dangerous structural strain levels and also the failure of materials. An optical fiber implanted in a composite structure also gets deformed along with the structure itself. When there is a change in a physical parameter in the surrounding environment, the light passing through the fiber gets modulated.
Using optical fiber sensing devices, the different physical and chemical parameters can be measured which describe the characteristics of light beams. These principal parameters include light intensity, phase, polarization, and wavelength. Among the various fiber optic sensing schemes, intensity modulation is the simplest and the cheapest way of detecting different parameters [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Intensity Modulated Microbend Sensors.
In intensity modulated intrinsic FOS (as microbend sensor), the measurand modulates the intensity of the transmitted light through the fiber and these variations in intensity are measured using a detector situated at the output end of the fiber. Microbend sensors are based on excess transmission loss of a fiber to detect or measure the temperature, strain, pressure, displacement, and so forth. An optical fiber exhibits excess loss of light if a part of it is deformed. The optical fiber may be sandwiched between a pair of toothed plates to induce microbending. A phenomenon of microbending in optical fiber is shown in Figure 1 . The force is applied on the optical fiber sandwiched between a pair of toothed plates. It induces microbending on the optical fiber. The sharper the fiber bent, the more the number of waves lost at a particular radius of curvature as per fiber geometrics will be. The bend loss is extremely dependent on the radius of the bend and this fact is advantageous for microbend sensors. The wavelength (spatial) of periodic deformation is . When the phase matching state between the following couple of modes is satisfied:
where, and represent the propagation constants (modal), then the transfer of power occurs from th to th mode. This power transfer will result in a total transmission loss of the guided modes, if th mode is a radiation mode. According to the mode coupling theory, for step index fiber cr , the critical wavelength (spatial) of the deformer is required to induce a significant transfer of power from the highest order guided modes to the radiation modes [13] . It can be expressed as
where is core radius of step index fiber, 1 is refractive index of core, Δ is relative core cladding difference, is profile index of fiber, and NA is numerical aperture of fiber. Microbend induced loss in a multimode fiber is given by
where is the radius of cladding and is the proportionality constant.
Such an optical fiber is proposed to be inserted inside the bone whose strain is to be measured.
A model of optical biosensor based on the microbending technique is designed to easily measure the strain on bones. In the present research work, multimode fiber is used.
Proposed Design
With the improvement in the area of biosensors to measure the strain on the bones, it is possible to more accurately detect the onset of osteoporosis. In the present paper, a model of fiber optic biosensor based on microbending technique is designed in the laboratory. The block diagram of the proposed model is shown in Figure 2 [14] . The accuracy of the designed sensor is checked with the aid of conventional strain gauge sensor. The hardware model of the biosensor designed is shown in Figure 3 (a). On the basis of this model, a Simulink model is designed. It is shown in Figure 3 (b). The strain versus attenuation plot is linearized using the data collected. The linear response of software model of biosensor design is shown in Figure 4 [15] .
Neural Networks
In neural networks, different approaches are taken to solve a problem, different than the conventional intelligent machines, like computers. These networks process information in a way similar to a human brain. The neural network is comprised of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements called neurons. They work in parallel for solving a particular problem. There are input layer, hidden layers, and output layer consisting of neurons. In the present work, the concept of these neurons and layers is used to analyze the performance of the modeled biosensor.
Proposed Approach
The artificial neural network (ANN) based test bench has been developed for optimization of fiber optic biosensor for 
Results and Discussion
In the present research work, ANN based biosensor is considered in terms of neurons and layers of a network.
Performance Analysis in Terms of Number of Layers.
A series of simulations are carried out on the ANN based biosensor with one neuron. The percentage accuracy of the ANN based photometric strain biosensor trained using one neuron comes out to be 94% [14] . Now, the same neural network based biosensor is simulated for more numbers of neurons. The performance of the biosensor is analyzed in terms of mean square error (mse) versus the number of epochs for different values of neurons in the neural network. The ANN simulation process consists of various sections like neural network system, algorithms, and progress and plots. A view of the neural network training tool with two neurons is shown in Figure 5 . It can be observed from Figure 5 that the number of epochs is 25 when simulation with two neurons is carried out.
The number of epochs versus the training state parameters with two neurons is shown in Figure 6 . The performance of neural network trained biosensor with two neurons in terms of mse is shown in Figure 7 .
The graph in Figure 7 shows trends of trained, validation, and test data in terms of epochs versus mse. It is clear that, with the increase in number of epochs, the mse decreases for all trained, validation, and test data with slight difference in the slope. The best validation performance in terms of mse is 0.072079 with 19 epochs. On the basis of parametric performance, the percentage accuracy of designed biosensor for two neurons comes out to be 92%. It can be observed that, with the increase in number of neurons from one to two, the percentage accuracy falls from 94% to 92%. Thus, there is a need to carry out simulations for more numbers of neurons for further analysis.
The performance of the biosensor is analyzed by increasing the number of neurons. The best validation performance in terms of the mean square error and the accuracy of the designed biosensor with six, eight, ten, and twelve neurons has been recorded and shown in Table 1 . It is found that as the number of neurons is increased further, rise in percentage accuracy is observed.
The best validation performance with eleven neurons is observed in Figure 8 with mse as 0.033862 at 44 epochs. The optimized accuracy of the neural network based biosensor with eleven neurons comes out to be about 96%.
When the simulation of the ANN based biosensor is carried out with twelve neurons, the best validation performance is observed in Figure 9 with mse as 0.039402 at 28 epochs.
The optimized accuracy of the neural network based biosensor with twelve neurons comes out to be about 96%.
Advances in Optical Technologies 5 The performance of the designed system in terms of mean square error versus number of neurons has been analyzed. It has been observed that the outcome varies with number of neurons and, hence, the accuracy in percentage. The basic task here is reducing the mean square error between the actual output and the target output. As the value of mse decreases, the optimized accuracy of the ANN based biosensor increases for a given number of neurons. The training state parameters are standard for all neurons. The validation checks for all the simulations for varying neurons are six. Figure 10 shows the variation in the result of the optimized percentage accuracy of the system designed with respect to the number of neurons. It shows that the percentage accuracy of the system is different for different neurons. The percentage optimized with one neuron is observed as ≈94% which decreases to ≈ 92% as the analysis is made for two neurons. In a series of simulations with a varying number of neurons, the maximum value of the percentage accuracy comes out to be 96% and remains the same when number of neurons is eleven, twelve, or fourteen. It can be seen that maximum accuracy of the designed system is achieved by using eleven neurons. Thus, the present neural network based biosensor is optimized to give maximum accuracy of 96% with eleven neurons. The plot in Figure 10 shows the variation of accuracy versus the number of neurons of the neural network based biosensor. It can be seen from the plot that maximum accuracy of the designed system is achieved by using eleven neurons.
The present work analyzes the performance of the fiber optic biosensor by varying the number of neurons. This work has been further extended to analyze the performance of the proposed sensor by varying the number of layers.
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Performance Analysis in Terms of Number of Layers.
In this section, the performance analysis of the proposed biosensor is carried out with a varying number of layers. On the basis of parametric performance, the percentage accuracy of the system designed using ANN with one layer comes out to be 94% [14] . It has been observed that when the analysis with two layers is made, the percentage accuracy falls from 94% to 93%. Thus, there is a need to carry out simulations for more numbers of layers. A series of simulations is carried out to analyze the performance of the biosensor by varying the number of layers from two to twelve. The best validation performance in terms of the mean square error and the accuracy of the designed biosensor with different number of layers has been recorded and shown in Table 2 . It is again observed from the table that, as the number of layers is increased, there is a rise in the accuracy of the percentage.
The best validation performance with five layers is observed in Figure 11 with mse as 0.025603 at 31 epochs. The optimized accuracy of the neural network based biosensor with five layers comes out to be about 97%. In this way, the performance of the designed system in terms of mean square error versus number of layers has been analyzed. Figure 12 shows the variation in result of the optimized percentage accuracy of the system designed with respect to the number of layers. It shows that the percentage accuracy of the system is different for different layers. The percentage optimized with one neuron is observed as ≈94% which decreases to ≈92% as the analysis is made for two layers. In the series of simulations with a varying number of layers, the maximum value of the percentage accuracy comes out to be 97%, and it remains the same when number of layers is either ten or fourteen. The plot in Figure 12 shows the variation of accuracy versus the number of layers of the neural network based biosensor. Thus, the present neural network based biosensor is optimized to give maximum accuracy of 97% with five layers.
Conclusion
Strain measurement on bones has become easy with improvement in biosensors. Thus, it will be possible to more accurately detect the onset of osteoporosis. For such an improvement, a model of photometric biosensor based on microbending technique is designed. The performance of the designed model is analyzed using artificial neural network by varying the number of neurons as well the number of layers. When the analysis with single neuron and single layer is carried out, the percentage accuracy is observed at 94% which gets reduced to 92% when the respective neurons and layers are increased to two. The performance of the designed biosensor is analyzed in terms of the mean square error. In the present paper, neural network based photometric biosensor based on microbending technique is optimized to give maximum accuracy of 96% with eleven neurons and 97% with five layers. The same level of accuracy has been achieved with an increased number of neurons and layers. But when maximum accuracy is obtained with less number, it is not worthy to design a complex system with an increased number of processing and structural elements. It gives better performance than what is available in the research literature. The work carried out in the present paper is related to the fiber optic or photometric biosensors. It can also be continued to enhance the accuracy of other types of biosensors such as the potentiometric type or the potentiostatic type or to enhance the accuracy of biosensors such as those using discrete fiber optic sensors like Fabry-Perot interferometer or fiber Bragg grating, and so forth. Also, some other types of computation techniques such as fuzzy logic or particle swarm optimization can be used to further enhance the accuracy of the sensors.
